EmbodyDance Community Council Meeting
October 16, 2014, 5 p @ Jay’s House
Attending: Guthrie Miller, Ana Gonzales Biele, Raphael Weisman, John Cavanagh, Jay Lynch, Neil Egan, Alexanna
(prospective new CC member), and Kim Cope (minutes taker)
Consensus statement read by Guthrie, Raphael, John, Jay, Neil, and Kim.
Agenda:
1. The ED website/GoogleGroup. Misunderstanding about the CC GoogleGroup and access to it was cleared up.
The GoogleGroup serves as a link between the ED website/ED members and the CC. Ana will email John the
address for the CC GoogleGroup, as well as compile email addresses to add to the Group. John requested that the
name of the group be generic, as opposed to have a yearly title, to prevent having to renew the group every year. Ana
is moderator of the group. Question was raised whether you have to have a gmail account to join the Group.
Raphael requested that John send a report on how many hits the website gets. John would like to keep his
involvement with maintaining the website at 5 hrs/month. A motion to delete the ‘Community Resources’ page on
the website and post any future groups (see next item on agenda) to the ‘Links’ page was passed. John will add the
Facebook group URL to the ‘Links’ page.
2. The ED website/Community Events. If a member of ED wants to promote a group/recurring event on the ED
website, they can fill out an APF and the CC will vote on each submission. Any one-time events can be posted on
the Facebook Group.
3. MailChimp. Ana is in the process of restarting a newsletter to send to the ED listserv. Guthrie will talk to Ana
and make a document describing all electronic communication tools ED uses.
4. Embodydance promo cards. Motion to order a larger amount of cards (1,000) passed. Jay will spearhead
emailing Francesca about punch cards.
5. Signage. Ana sent the finalized signs to the printers, divided one very wordy sign into two separate ones.
6. Bookkeeping. Ruth has expressed that she is on board for continuing to be ED’s bookkeeper.
7. Next meeting. Will be Thursday October 30th, 2014 at 5 pm at Jay Lynch’s house. Kim will facilitate and discuss
with Guthrie beforehand items for next meeting’s agenda.

